
22.1. GAUSS' LAW 1Maxwell's EquationsIn 1860, while Americans were waging a bloody civilwar, a \thorough old Scotch laird" (then only 29) namedJames Clerk Maxwell was assembling the known laws ofelectromagnetism into a compact and elegant form thatwas to lead, a year later, to the discovery that light isin fact a propagating disturbance in the electromagnetic�elds. That discovery was later to overturn all the con-ceptual foundations of classical Physics and leave \com-mon sense" in much the same condition as the UnitedStates after the Civil War. It was hard times all around,but exciting. . . .22.1 Gauss' LawBy now you are familiar with Gauss' law in its integralform, �� ZZS ~E � d~A = Qencl (1)where Qencl is the electric charge enclosed within theclosed surface S. Except for the \fudge factor" ��, whichis just there to make the units come out right, Gauss'law is just a simple statement that electric �eld \lines"are continuous except when they start or stop on electriccharges. In the absence of \sources" (positive charges)or \sinks" (negative charges), electric �eld lines obey thesimple rule, \What goes in must come out." This is whatGauss' law says.There is also a Gauss' law for the magnetic �eld ~B; wecan write it the same way,(some constant) ZZS ~B � d~A = QMagn (2)where in this case QMagn refers to the enclosed magneticcharges, of which (so far) none have ever been found! SoGauss' law for magnetism is usually written with azero on the right-hand side of the equation, even thoughno one is very happy with this lack of symmetry betweenthe electric and magnetic versions.Suppose now we apply Gauss' law to a small rectan-gular region of space where the z axis is chosen to be inthe direction of the electric �eld, as shown in Fig. 22.1.1The ux of electric �eld into this volume at the bottom isEz(z) dx dy. The ux out at the top is Ez(z+ dz) dx dy;so the net ux out is just [Ez(z+dz)�Ez(z)] dx dy. The1This Figure is very similar to the one used to derive theequation of continuity, which in fact expresses the samebasic principles (conservation of some \stu�" produced lo-cally), although it is generally used for di�erent purposes.

Figure 22.1 An in�nitesimal volume of space.de�nition of the derivative of E with respect to z givesus [Ez(z+ dz)�Ez(z)] = (@Ez=@z) dz where the partialderivative is used in acknowledgement of the possibilitythat Ez may also vary with x and/or y. Gauss' lawthen reads ��(@Ez=@z) dx dy dz = Qencl. What is Qencl?Well, in such a small region there is some approximatelyconstant charge density � (charge per unit volume) andthe volume of this region is dV = dx dy dz, so Gauss'law reads ��(@Ez=@z) dV = � dV or just �� @Ez=@z = �.If we now allow for the possibility of electric ux enter-ing and exiting through the other faces (i.e. ~E may alsohave x and/or y components), perfectly analogous ar-guments hold for those components, with the resultant\outow-ness" given by@Ex@x + @Ey@y + @Ez@z = ~r � ~E � div ~Ewhere the gradient operator ~r is shown in its carte-sian representation (in rectangular coordinates x; y; z).It has completely equivalent representations in other co-ordinate systems such as spherical (r; �; �) or cylindricalcoordinates, but for illustration purposes the cartesiancoordinates are simplest.We are now ready to write Gauss' law in its compactdi�erential form, �� ~r � ~E = � (3)and for the magnetic �eld, assuming no magnetic charges(monopoles), ~r � ~B = 0 (4)These are the �rst two of Maxwell's equations.



222.2 Faraday's LawYou should now be familiar with the long integral math-ematical form of Faraday's Law of magnetic induc-tion: in SI units,IC ~E � d~̀ = � @@t ZZS ~B � d~S (5)where the line integral of ~E around the closed loop C is(by de�nition) the induced EMF around the loop andthe right hand side refers to the rate of change of themagnetic ux through the area S bounded by that closedloop.

Figure 22.2 Another in�nitesimal volume of space.To make this easy to visualize, let's again draw an in-�nitesimal rectangular box with the z axis along the di-rection of the magnetic �eld, which can be consideredmore or less uniform over such a small region. Then theux through the \Faraday loop" is just Bz dx dy and theline integral of the electric �eld isEx(y) dx+Ey(x+ dx) dy �Ex(y + dy) dx�Ey(x) dy:(Yes it is. Study the diagram!) Here, as before,Ey(x+dx) denotes the magnitude of the y component of~E along the front edge of the box, and so on. As before,we note that [Ey(x + dx) � Ey(x)] = (@Ey=@x) dx and[Ex(y+ dy)�Ex(y)] = (@Ex=@y) dy so that Faraday'slaw reads�@Ey@x dx� dy � �@Ex@y dy� dx = ��@Bz@t � dx dywhich reduces to the local relationship�@Ey@x � @Ex@y � = ��@Bz@t �between the \swirlyness" of the spatial dependence ofthe electric �eld and the rate of change of the magnetic�eld with time.

If you have studied the de�nition of the curl of a vector�eld, you may recognize the left-hand side of the lastequation as the z component ofcurl ~E � ~r� ~E� {̂�@Ez@y � @Ey@z �+ |̂�@Ex@z � @Ez@x �+ k̂�@Ey@x � @Ex@y � :The x and y components of curl ~E are related to thecorresponding components of @ ~B=@t in exactly the sameway, allowing us to write Faraday's law in a di�erentialform which describes part of the behaviour of electric andmagnetic �elds at every point in space:~r� ~E = �@ ~B@t (6)This says, in essence, that any change in the magnetic�eld with time induces an electric �eld perpendicular tothe changing magnetic �eld. Hold that thought.22.3 Amp�ere's LawYou are probably also adept at using the trick devel-oped by Henri Amp�ere for calculating the magnetic �eld( ~H � ~B=�) due to various symmetrical arrangementsof electric current (I). In its integral form and SI units,Amp�ere's law readsIC ~H � d~̀ = I + @@t ZZS ~D � d~S (7)where Maxwell's \displacement current" associatedwith a time-varying electric displacement ~D � �~E hasbeen included. This equation says (sort of), \The circu-lation of the magnetic �eld around a closed loop is equalto a constant times the total electric current linking thatloop, except when there is a changing electric �eld in thesame region."As you know, this \Law" is used with various symmetryarguments to \�nesse" the evaluation of magnetic �eldsdue to arrangements of electric currents, much asGauss'law was used to calculate electric �elds due to di�erentarrangements of electric charges. Skipping over the de-tails, let me draw your attention to the formal similarityto Faraday's law and state (this time without show-ing the derivation) that there is an analogous di�erentialform of Amp�ere's law describing the behaviour of the�elds at any point in space:~r� ~H = ~J + @ ~D@t (8)



22.5. THE WAVE EQUATION 3If we ignore the current density ~J then this equationsays (sort of), \A changing electric �eld generates a mag-netic �eld at right angles to it," which is rather reminis-cent of what Faraday's law said.Now we're getting somewhere.22.4 Maxwell's EquationsIn 1865, James Clerk Maxwell assembled all the known\Laws" of E&M in their most compact, elegant (di�er-ential) form, shown here in SI units:Gauss' Law for Electrostatics:~r � ~D = � (9)Gauss' Law for Magnetostatics:~r � ~B = 0 (10)Faraday's Law: ~r� ~E + @ ~B@t = 0 (11)Amp�ere's Law: ~r� ~H � @ ~D@t = ~J (12)These four basic equations are known collectively asMaxwell's equations; they are considered by mostPhysicists to be a beautifully concise summary of E&Mphenomenology.Well, actually, a complete description of E&M also re-quires two additional laws:Equation of Continuity:@�@t = � ~r � ~J (13)Lorentz Force:~F = q �~E + ~v � ~B� : (14)22.5 The Wave EquationThe two \Laws" of electrodynamics | Faraday'sLaw andAmp�ere's Law| can be combined to producea very important result.First let's simplify matters by considering the behaviourof electromagnetic �elds in empty space, where� = 0; ~J = 0; ~D = �� ~E and ~B = �� ~H:

Our two equations then read~r� ~E = �@ ~B@t and ~r� ~B�� = �� @ ~E@t :We can simplify further by assuming that the electric�eld is in the ŷ direction and the magnetic �eld is in theẑ direction. In that case,@E@x = �@B@t and @B@x = ����� @E@twhere the second equation has been multiplied throughby ��.If we now take the derivative of the �rst equation withrespect to x and derivative of the second equation withrespect to t, we get@2E@x2 = � @2B@x@t and @2B@t@x = ����� @2E@2t :Since @2B@x@t = @2B@t@x;the combination of these two equations yields@2E@x2 = ���� @2E@2twhich the discerning reader will recognize as the one-dimensional Wave Equation for E,@2E@x2 � 1c2 @2E@2t = 0 where c = 1p����is the propagation velocity. You can easily show thatthere is an identical equation for B. A more generalderivation yields the 3-dimensional version,r2 ~E = 1c2 @2 ~E@t2 or 22 ~E = 0In either form, this equation expresses the fact that, sincea changing electric �eld generates a magnetic �eld butthat change in the magnetic �eld generates, in turn, anelectric �eld, and so on, we can conclude that electromag-netic �elds will propagate spontaneously through regionsof total vacuum in the form of a wave of ~E and ~B �eldsworking with/against each other.This startling conclusion (in 1865) led to the revisionof all the \classical" paradigms of Physics, even suchfundamental concepts as space and time.


